The influence of communicative relations on facial responses to pain: Does it matter who is watching?
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BACKGROUND: Facial responses to pain are believed to be an act of communication and, as such, are likely to be affected by the relationship between sender and receiver.

OBJECTIVES: To investigate this effect by examining the impact that variations in communicative relations (from being alone to being with an intimate other) have on the elements of the facial language used to communicate pain (types of facial responses), and on the degree of facial expressiveness.

METHODS: Facial responses of 126 healthy participants to phasic heat pain were assessed in three different social situations: alone, but aware of video recording; in the presence of an experimenter; and in the presence of an intimate other. Furthermore, pain catastrophizing and sex (of participant and experimenter) were considered as additional influences.

RESULTS: Whereas similar types of facial responses were elicited independent of the relationship between sender and observer, the degree of facial expressiveness varied significantly, with increased expressiveness occurring in the presence of the partner. Interestingly, being with an experimenter decreased facial expressiveness only in women. Pain catastrophizing and the sex of the experimenter exhibited no substantial influence on facial responses.

CONCLUSION: Variations in communicative relations had no effect on the elements of the facial pain language. The degree of facial expressiveness, however, was adapted to the relationship between sender and observer. Individuals suppressed their facial communication of pain toward unfamiliar persons, whereas they overtly displayed it in the presence of an intimate other. Furthermore, when confronted with an unfamiliar person, different situational demands appeared to apply for both sexes.
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Communication of pain can be defined as ‘action’, ‘interaction’ and ‘transaction’ (1). Whereas the ‘action’ can be considered to be the individual propensity or drive to display pain by overt behaviour, the ‘interaction’ and the ‘transaction’ both require the consideration of a receiver, who either only decodes the behavioural pain message or thereafter reacts to the sender, respectively. If ‘interaction’ or ‘transaction’ are the behavioural goals, the behavioural display of pain is likely subject to the relationship between the sender and receiver. Although facial responses represent one of the most prominent and informative nonverbal communication systems of pain, little is known about these relational effects. Previous findings indicate that children facially display pain to different degrees depending on the social partner in ‘interaction’ or ‘transaction’. Thus, they show a higher degree of facial expressiveness in the presence of their parents, whereas they suppress their communication of pain in the presence of a stranger (2-4). The few studies involving adults reveal similar results, with participants suppressing their facial responses during pain when an unfamiliar observer is present (5,6). However, systematic investigations involving adults regarding the effects of no observer, ‘strange’ or ‘familiar’ observers on facial expressiveness remain lacking. In this context, certain characteristics of the partners in ‘interaction’ or ‘transaction’ may constitute critical influences. A variable that may be of influence and should be considered is the sex of the observer. This assumption is based on previous findings showing that another form of pain communication, namely subjective verbal pain report, can vary according to the sex of the recipient (7-9), with men reporting less pain if the observer is female.

As suggested earlier, pain communication can be seen as ‘action’, which refers to the individual propensity or drive to display pain. Such individual factors are likely to preform or modulate, in turn, the ‘interaction’ and ‘transaction’. To date, empirical investigations on the effects of these individual factors have been scarce and have produced sometimes inconsistent results. Pain catastrophizing is – although not undisputedly – assumed to be associated with high pain expressiveness (1) and may, therefore, affect communicative ‘action’ and, in turn, both ‘interaction’ and ‘transaction’. In accord, only children scoring low on pain catastrophizing appear to adapt the degree of facial expressiveness to the social setting, while high pain-catastrophizing children’s expressiveness remains constant across situations (2,3). Another individual factor that likely influences the ‘action’ of pain...
communication and, thus, the ‘interaction’ and the ‘transaction’, is
the state of the individual displaying pain. This assumption can be
derived from research investigating the facial display of other affective
states, in which a modulating role of sex has been shown. Women
(compared with men) facially display happiness and smiling to a
higher degree (10,11), whereas they suppress the facial expression of
anger and aggression (12-15). Interestingly, this enhancement and
suppression, respectively, also depends on the social setting (and thus
on ‘interaction’ and ‘transaction’) (10-15). Considering these results,
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Stimulation
Thermal stimulation was applied to three designated sites on the outer
part of the left lower leg by a Peltier-based contact stimulation device
(TSA-2001, Medoc, Israel) with a 30 mm × 30 mm contact thermode.
The lower leg was chosen as the site for stimulation because it provides
sufficient space to alter thermode placement between sessions and
provided a rest period of at least 15 s between single stimuli; these two
measures should prevent sensitization.
To ensure that temperature intensities were perceived as painful
but not too painful in all participants (to prevent floor as well as ceil-
ing effects), temperature intensities were tailored to the individual
pain threshold. Thus, heat pain thresholds were determined first, using
the method of adjustment. Participants were asked to adjust a temper-
ature starting from 38°C, using heating and cooling buttons, until they
obtained a level which was barely painful. A constant press of the
buttons produced a heating or cooling rate of 0.5°C/s. Following a

Social manipulation
In the ‘alone’ session, the experimenter left the room immediately
before thermal stimulation started. Participants were informed that
the experimenter would be in the adjoining room and would return at
the end of the stimulation session, or if they vocally signalled the need
for anything. The participants were aware of being videorecorded (the
video recording was kept constant across all three situations and, thus,
participants were aware of video recording during all three sessions).
In the session with an experimenter present, the experimenter
remained in the room and was seated in front of the computer control-
ing the thermal stimulation, which was located slightly on the right of
the participant, approximately 2 m away. Participant and experi-
menter were facing one another and were able to have eye contact.
However, the experimenter was instructed to avoid any verbal
communication.
In the session with the partner present, the participant was in the
room with his or her partner, seated slightly to the left, approximately
2 m away (without the experimenter being present). Similar to the
session with an experimenter present, the participant and partner were
facing one another and able to have eye contact, but were instructed
to talk to one another during stimulation. The seating positions of
partner and experimenter resulted from the experimental setting,
in which the experimenter sat in front of the computer controlling
the thermal stimulation whereas the partner was seated away from the
stimulator.
The order of the sessions was randomized across participants. The
experiment always began with one partner undergoing all three ses-
sions of thermal stimulation and then continued with the other part-
ner as the participant. To avoid order effects, the female participant
during painful stimulation and the degree of facial expressiveness
vary among the following communicative relations: being alone
(no observer, but aware of video recording); being with an experimenter
(unfamiliar observer); and being with a partner (familiar observer).
We hypothesized that the types of facial responses to pain would remain
unaltered across the different situations (no qualitative changes of the
facial pain language). On the other hand, we expected the degree of
facial expressiveness during pain to be adapted to the relationship
between participant and observer (only quantitative changes of the
facial pain language). Given previous findings discussed above, we
expected facial expressiveness to be reduced in the presence of the
experiment and to be elevated in the presence of an intimate other (in
our case the partner). Furthermore, we considered pain catastrophizing
and sex (of the participant and of the experimenter) to be additional
critical influences on the effect that the relationship between sender and
receiver has on the facial communication of pain.

METHODS
Participants
A total of 126 individuals (63 heterosexual couples; mean ± SD age
39.9±13.5 years) participated in the current study. The participants
were recruited via advertisements in the local newspaper (Bamberg,
Germany). The advertisement recruited couples who had been in a
relationship for >6 months (20,21). Exclusion criteria were current
experience of acute or chronic pain, psychological or physical illnesses,
and paresthesia or other types of somatosensory dysfunctions affecting
the left lower leg (site of stimulation). Participants taking psycho-
tropic drugs or analgesics were also excluded from participation. All
participants provided informed consent and received monetary
compensation. The study protocol was approved by the ethics commit-
tee of the University of Bamberg (Bamberg, Germany).

Procedure
The experiment consisted of three sessions using thermal stimulation
of painful and nonpainful intensities. In one session, participants
received thermal stimulation while they were alone in the room.
During the other two sessions, another individual was present during
the testing. This person was their partner in one session and an exper-
imenter (male or female; randomly assigned) in another session. Thus,
each subject was a participant in one session and an observer in
another. Participants were informed that the focus of interest was how pain
responses change across time and across social situations. Before
testing started, the experimenter gave instructions, explained the fol-
lowing procedure and ensured everything was understood. The partici-
pants were asked to complete the German version of the Pain
Catastrophizing Scale (PCS) at the end of the experiment, to avoid
directing the participants’ focus on pain-related thoughts before the
painful stimulation.

The aim of the present study was to further investigate how pain
communication, considered as ‘action’, ‘interaction’ and ‘transaction’, is
subject to changes in the relationship between sender and receiver.
More precisely, we aimed to assess whether the types of facial responses
occurring during painful stimulation and the degree of facial expressiv-
ness vary among the following communicative relations: being alone
(no observer, but aware of video recording); being with an experimenter
(unfamiliar observer); and being with a partner (familiar observer).
We hypothesized that the types of facial responses to pain would remain
unaltered across the different situations (no qualitative changes of the
facial pain language). On the other hand, we expected the degree of
facial expressiveness during pain to be adapted to the relationship
between participant and observer (only quantitative changes of the
facial pain language). Given previous findings discussed above, we
expected facial expressiveness to be reduced in the presence of the
experimenter and to be elevated in the presence of an intimate other (in
our case the partner). Furthermore, we considered pain catastrophizing
and sex (of the participant and of the experimenter) to be additional
critical influences on the effect that the relationship between sender and
receiver has on the facial communication of pain.
familiarization trial, there were four trials and the average of these trials was used to constitute the threshold estimate.

Following the assessment of pain thresholds, phasic heat stimuli (5 s [plateau]; rate of change: 4°C/s; baseline temperature: 38°C; inter-stimulus intervals of 15 s to 20 s) were applied to the lower leg. Two different stimulus intensities were applied; namely, painful (+1°C above the pain threshold) and nonpainful (−3°C below the pain threshold) intensities. Applying nonpainful intensities allowed for the determination of which types of facial responses are specific for painful experiences. In each experimental session, participants received 10 painful and 10 nonpainful stimuli in random order.

**Dependent variables**

**Self-report ratings:** Participants were asked to provide self-report ratings using an electronic visual analogue scale (VAS; 100 mm), which appeared horizontally on a computer screen after each phasic stimulus. The scale was labelled with a verbal anchor of ‘faintly painful’ in the centre; thus, all nonpainful sensations should be rated below and all painful ones above. Participants were informed that the left and right ends of the scale corresponded to ‘no sensation’ and ‘extremely strong pain’, respectively. Participants were asked to rate the intensity of their nonpainful and painful experiences by moving the mouse cursor to the right or left, thereby choosing one location on the scale. This cursor appeared in a random location on the scale each time it was presented to avoid biases due to one-sided starting positions. Ratings had to be given within 10 s after stimulus onset.

**Facial expression:** Participant’s faces were videotaped throughout the pain induction procedures. The camera was located approximately 1.0 m from the participant on top of the computer screen and participants were informed of the video recording. To enable offline segmentation of the videos, an LED light visible to the camera, but not to the participant, was lit concurrently with the 5 s thermal stimulation, beginning when the target temperature was reached. To ensure that the face would always be upright and in a frontal view during stimulation, participants were asked to look at the computer screen in front of them throughout the whole session and rate stimuli after they had appeared. Participants were also instructed not to talk during thermal stimulation.

Facial expressions were coded from the video recordings using the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) (22), which is based on anatomical analysis of facial movements and distinguishes 44 different ‘action units’ (AUs) produced by single muscles or combinations of muscles. Three coders, trained by a certified FACS coder (qualified by passing an examination given by the developers of the system) identified the frequency and the intensity (five-point scale) of the different AUs (inter-rater reliability, calculated using the Ekman-Friesen formula [23], was between 0.84 and 0.87). Software designed for the analysis of observational data (Observer Video-Pro; Noldus Information Technology, Netherlands) was used to segment the videos and to enter the FACS codes into a time-related database. Time segments of 5 s beginning just after the stimulus had reached the target temperature (time period during which the LED was lit) were selected for scoring. In total, 3 × 20 segments of thermal stimulation (10 nonpainful and 10 painful segments in three sessions) were analyzed for each participant. For the purpose of necessary data reduction, AUs that represent facial movements of the same muscle were combined, as has been performed in previous studies without any loss of information (23,24). Those combinations include AU 1/2, 6/7, 9/10 and 25/26/27. Self-reports and product terms (19,23). Second, the product terms of all pain-relevant AUs were averaged. Finally, the averaged product terms were square-root transformed to yield unskewed composite scores of pain-relevant facial responses. The composite score was calculated by first combining the frequency and intensity values of each AU to product terms (19,23). Second, the product terms of all pain-relevant AUs were averaged. Finally, the averaged product terms were square-root transformed to yield unskewed composite scores of pain-relevant facial responses, as has been performed in previous studies (19,24). Composite scores were calculated for each of the three situations separately. Therefore, it was possible to conduct a repeated-measures ANOVA to assess the effect of communicative relations (alone, with partner and with experimenter) on the composite scores of pain-relevant AUs (degree of facial expressiveness).

**Effect of communicative relations on pain responses**

**Self-report:** The impact of communicative relations (alone, in the presence of the experimenter or in the presence of the partner) on subjective pain ratings was investigated using repeated-measures ANOVA (dependent variable: VAS ratings; within-subject factor: communicative relation).

**Facial expression:** Types of facial responses: One aim of the present study was to assess whether different types of facial responses occur during painful stimulation depending on the communicative relation. This was assessed by first determining which AUs were displayed in each of the three social situations at a frequency $>$5% (of the painful segments). The critical margin of 5% was derived from earlier studies (23,27-31). Subsequently, whether the frequency distribution of these AUs was comparable in all three social situations (alone, with partner and with experimenter) was analyzed. To test for differences in frequency distribution of AUs (percentage of occurrence of each AU) among social situations, χ² analyses were conducted comparing distributions between alone versus experimenter, alone versus partner and experimenter versus partner.

Moreover, which of the AUs with an occurrence frequency $>$5% were truly pain indicative and whether different AUs may be pain indicative in different communicative relations was determined. To determine this, effect sizes (Cohen’s d for repeated measures) contrasting occurrence frequencies of each AU between painful and nonpainful trials were computed. This was calculated separately for each social situation. AUs showing an effect size of ±0.5 (medium effect) were selected as pain-indicative facial responses, and whether the same AUs proved to be pain indicative in all three social situations was descriptively compared.

**Degree of facial expressiveness:** In addition to comparing the types of facial responses to pain between social situations, whether the degree of facial expressiveness was affected by the type of relationship between the participant and observer was also investigated. To do this, all AUs that proved to be pain indicative (see description above) were averaged. The averaged product terms (19,23) of all pain-relevant AUs were calculated. For the purpose of necessary data reduction, AUs that represent facial movements of the same muscle were combined, as has been performed in previous studies without any loss of information (23,24). Those combinations include AU 1/2, 6/7, 9/10 and 25/26/27. Self-reports and product terms (19,23).

**Statistical analyses**

Because participants were recruited as couples, the population investigated in the current study cannot be considered to be a perfect random sample. Thus, as well as being a participant who experienced pain, each participant was also once the observer. To exclude that the degree of facial expressiveness of those participants who first served as an observer was influenced by observing their partners’ degree of facial expressiveness, the association between the partners’ degree of facial expressiveness was assessed. This was performed by correlating the degree of facial expressiveness (composite score; see ‘Degree of facial expressiveness’ below) between partners separately for all three situations. None of these correlations were significant (all P>0.05). In addition, when correlating the single AUs (AU 4, 6/7, 9/10) separately, which were later aggregated into the composite score, none of the correlations between partners were significant (all P>0.05). This was the case for all three situations. Therefore, a lack of independence of the data cannot be assumed, which, in the following analyses, allows the participants to be treated as individuals who had been recruited by conventional sample methods.
Additional influences

To determine whether the effect of communicative relations on the degree of facial expressiveness was also affected by other factors (ie, pain catastrophizing, sex of the participant and sex of the experimenter), additional analyses were necessary. To determine how those factors affected the changes in the degree of facial expressiveness, change scores of facial expressiveness between social situations were calculated to serve as dependent variables. This approach was also necessary due to the study design. Because the sex of the experimenter was only present as a variable in the experimenter session and, thus, could not have affected facial expressiveness when participants were alone or with their partner, including all three factors in one comprehensive analysis was not possible. Therefore, change scores of facial expressiveness between the social situations were calculated with the ‘alone’ condition serving as baseline and fed into two distinct analyses, investigating:

- the change in expressiveness from being alone to being with the experimenter: An ANOVA was performed to determine whether the change in expressiveness from being alone to being with the experimenter (difference score: experimenter – alone) was influenced by the sex of the participant and by the sex of the experimenter, as well as by pain catastrophizing (median split of PCS score). All three variables were entered as independent variables into the ANOVA; and
- the change in expressiveness from being alone to being with their partner: This second ANOVA examined whether variations in expressiveness from being alone to being with their partner (difference score: partner – alone) were influenced by the sex of the participant (as previously mentioned, the sex of the observer was of no interest in this context because only heterosexual couples were evaluated and, thus, the sex of the observer was always opposite to the sex of the participant) and by pain catastrophizing (median split of PCS score). Both variables were entered as independent variables into the ANOVA.

Because these ANOVAs used change scores, whether PCS, sex of the participant and sex of the experimenter affected the degree of facial expressiveness in general could not be determined. Therefore, t tests assessing the general influence of sex and PCS on overall facial expressiveness (composite score merged over all three situations) were also computed.

Results for the within-factor analyses were corrected according to Greenhouse-Geisser whenever the Mauchly test of sphericity indicated heterogeneity of covariance. For ANOVAs showing significance, post hoc t tests were calculated. Findings were considered to be statistically significant at α<0.05. In addition to P values, partial eta-squared (η₂) and Cohen’s d as measures of effect size were also reported.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AU</th>
<th>Alone</th>
<th>Partner</th>
<th>Experimenter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Percent*</td>
<td>Effect size</td>
<td>Percent*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU 1/2</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>18.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU 4</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>35.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU6/7</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>55.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU 9/10</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>25.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU 12</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU 14</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU 17</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU 18</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU 23</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU 25/26</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>29.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Denotes the percentage of occurrence in the entire painful segments.

**Results**

In the present study, 63 heterosexual couples (n=126) were tested. The mean age of the participants was 39.9±13.5 years and the mean length of the relationship was 14.8±13.3 years; mean pain threshold was 46.3±1.2°C. Given the healthy and pain-free sample of individuals tested, it is not surprising that the median score of the PCS was fairly low (14.0). Accordingly, the subjects were separated into two groups based on the median split: ‘low’ (PCS score range 0 to 14) and ‘moderate’ (PCS score range 15 to 36) pain catastrophizers. The two groups did not differ significantly with regard to age and pain threshold (all P>0.6). In another study, there were almost equal numbers of male and female participants in each group (low PCS group, 49.3% female participants; moderate PCS group, 52.5% female participants).

Effect of communicative relations on pain responses

**Self-report:** Self-report ratings, as provided by VAS, did not change across social situations (F[2, 250]=1.528, P=0.219, η=0.012) or in the presence of an experimenter (F[2, 250]=1.262; P=0.996). The distribution of AUs did also not significantly differ from the AU distribution in the presence of an experimenter (χ²=1.59; P=0.991) or in the presence of an experimenter (χ²=1.207; P=0.997). The distribution of AUs did also not significantly differ between the ‘partner’ and ‘experimenter’ session (χ²=1.262; P=0.996). Brow lowering (AU 4), orbit tightening (AU 67) and levator contraction (AU 9/10) were the facial responses displayed most frequently regardless of the social situation. Moreover, when considering which of the AUs proved to be indicative of pain in each of the three situations (effect sizes ≥0.5 for the difference in frequency between nonpainful and painful stimulation), high agreement was again observed among the social situations (Table 1). Therefore, the type of relationship between the participant (sender) and observer does not appear to have a strong effect on the types of facial responses being elicited during pain.

*Figure 1* Mean ± SEM values for visual analogue scale (VAS) ratings of subjective pain intensity (left); and composite scores (square-root [sqrt] transformed) of evoked (pain-relevant) facial expressiveness in response to painful heat stimulation (right). Values are given separately for all three social situations (alone, experimenter and partner). FACS Facial Action Coding System
Facial pain responses and communicative relations

Degree of facial expressiveness: When investigating whether the communicative relation affects the degree of facial expressiveness, however, major differences were apparent. The composite score consisting of the AUs that were indicative of pain in all three situations (brow lowering [AU 4], orbit tightening [AU 6/7] and levator contraction [AU 9/10]) differed substantially among the situations ($F[2, 250]=9.771$, $P<0.001$, $\eta^2=0.072$) (Figure 1). Post hoc testing showed that, in the presence of the partner, participants significantly increased the degree of facial expressiveness (elevated composite score) compared with being alone ($t[126]=-3.64$, $P<0.001$) or in the presence of the experimenter ($t[126]=-3.82$, $P<0.001$). When comparing the situation of being alone with the presence of the experimenter, no significant differences were observed ($t[126]=0.56$, $P=0.574$).

Additional influences

Alone versus experimenter: Results of the additional ANOVA analyzing the influence of participant sex and experimenter sex, as well as the participant’s PCS level on the change of facial expressiveness due to the presence of an experimenter compared with being alone, are presented in Figure 2.

The only main effect that reached significance was the sex of the participant ($F[1, 124]=4.025$, $P=0.047$, $\eta^2=0.034$). As shown in Figure 2, the change score of female participants was almost consistently negative, while that of male participants varied but tended to be positive. Thus, female participants reduced their facial expressiveness during painful stimulation in the presence of an experimenter compared with being alone, while male participants showed no consistent change in expressiveness (Figure 3). By itself, neither the sex of the experimenter ($F[1, 124]=0.112$, $P=0.739$) nor the PCS score ($F[1, 124]=0.345$, $P=0.558$) had a significant influence. The two-way interaction between those factors, however, reached significance ($F[1, 124]=4.635$, $P=0.033$, $\eta^2=0.038$). Pairwise comparisons showed that this effect was solely caused by the significant differences between moderate and low pain catastrophizers in the presence of a male experimenter ($t[65]=-2.056$, $P=0.044$). Compared with low pain catastrophizers, moderate pain catastrophizers decreased their facial expressiveness when a male experimenter was present. Aside from this interaction, none were significant (all $P>0.05$).

Alone versus partner: Results of the additional ANOVA concerning the influence of the sex of the partner and the participant’s PCS level on the change of facial expressiveness due to the presence of the partner compared with being alone are presented in Figure 4. Given that the experimenter was neither present in the ‘alone’ nor in the ‘partner’ situation, the sex of the experimenter was not considered in this analysis.

Neither the PCS score ($F[1, 124]=0.158; P=0.692$) nor the sex of the participant ($F[1, 124]=0.712; P=0.401$) had an impact on the change in facial expressiveness in the presence of a partner compared with being alone. Furthermore, there was no significant interaction between these factors (all $P>0.05$).

General effects of individual participant factors (sex and PCS)
The general effects of participant sex and pain catastrophizing on the overall degree of facial expressiveness were also evaluated independent of the social situations. t-tests for independent samples showed that neither PCS nor sex of the participant had a significant general impact on facial expressiveness during painful stimulation (all $P>0.15$).

DISCUSSION
The present study was designed to investigate whether, and how, different communicative relations (alone [but aware of video recording], with the partner, with an experimenter) affect facial responses to pain...
in healthy adults. Our results indicate that pain is signalled by the same types of facial responses independently of the type of relationship between participant (sender) and observer. However, the degree of facial expressiveness, which represents the strength of the social signal, varied and was apparently adjusted according to social rules. In other words, facial responses to pain appeared to be similar when participants were alone, with a stranger or with an intimate partner; however, the intensity of the response varied dependently on the recipient. These findings will be discussed in detail below.

Effect of communicative relations

The effect of communicative relations on facial responses to pain was investigated by considering the types of facial responses and the degree of facial expressiveness.

With regard to the types of facial responses, we found no significant differences among the three situations. As expected, similar types of facial responses to pain were elicited with similar percentage distributions regardless of the type of relationship between participant (sender) and observer. These responses included the lowering of the brow (AU 4), orbit tightening (AU 67) and levator contraction (AU 9/10), all of which have been previously reported in the context of pain (16,17,32). Given that the facial response to pain has to be recognized with high certainty – to fulfill its ‘interpersonal’ and ‘transactional’ goals (1,33) – finding it to be unchanged across social situations seems reasonable. If the communicative relation fundamentally changes the types of facial responses being elicited during pain, the certainty of recognition in ‘interaction’ and ‘transaction’ may be endangered. Therefore, displaying the same types of responses independently of the relationship between sender and observer most likely preserves the essential recognizability of the facial expression of pain.

However, we found the degree of facial expressiveness to be significantly affected by communicative relations. Whereas the degree of facial expressiveness was significantly elevated when an intimate other, in this case the partner, was present, the presence of the experimenter caused a tendency to reduce facial expressiveness (only in women). Accordingly, individuals appear to adjust the rigor and number of their facial responses depending on the relationship between sender and observer and, thus, depending on the different ‘interpersonal’ and ‘transactional’ goals.

A similar effect has been shown for other affective states (eg, anger, joy) and has been interpreted in terms of so-called ‘social display rules’. These display rules define whether and how an expression of emotion is culturally appropriate in a given social situation (13,15,34,35). For example, in the presence of a formal other (eg, teacher, experimenter) it seems less appropriate to overtly show one’s emotions (35,36), whereas emotions can be communicated more openly toward intimate others (eg, parent or friend) (35,37). Our results, along with previous findings in children (2,3), indicate that the facial expression of pain follows similar situational standards. When being in the presence of an intimate other – the partner (our study) or a parent (2,3) – individuals appear to communicate their pain more strongly via facial expressions compared with being alone or in the presence of a stranger. Why might it be an advantage to adapt one’s facial expressiveness during pain dependent on the recipient?

Given that facial responses to pain can be a powerful means of eliciting empathy and social support in the observer (33,38), it is reasonable to communicate pain to a higher extent toward observers who are sympathetic, because they are the ones who would most likely provide help. Consistent with this, it has been shown that the amount of time that two individuals commonly spend with one another predicts whether these individuals attend to and correctly interpret one another’s pain behaviour (39). Therefore, it seems sensible for an individual to display pain more openly toward those observers whom they spend a lot of time with – such as the partner – and who may be more willing to attend to and more able to decode the sent message. On the other hand, it has been hypothesized that showing vulnerability by signalling pain to observers whose reactions one cannot predict (an unfamiliar other) may endanger the individual who is experiencing pain (33,40,41).

When interpreting the current data, it has to be noted that participants were aware of video recording during all aspects of the experiment and, thus, participants may have felt ‘observed’ in all three conditions. However, this awareness of being observed by a camera may have interfered in particular with the experimental goal in the ‘alone’ situation, in which we aimed to assess the individual when he/she believed they were alone or, in other words, unobserved. Therefore, the degree of facial expressiveness in our ‘alone’ situation may have been lower than when participants were truly convinced they were alone and completely unobserved. This, in turn, may have contributed to the lack of differences when comparing the expressiveness in the presence of an unfamiliar other (the ‘experimenter’ situation) with the ‘alone’ situation.

Additional influences on the effect of communicative relations

Alone versus experimenter: The change in the degree of expressiveness due to the presence of the experimenter was significantly influenced by the sex of the participant. Women – in contrast to men – significantly decreased the degree of facial expressiveness during pain in the presence of an experimenter compared with being alone. This finding is consistent with previous findings on sex differences in social display rules. In front of an unfamiliar other, females facially express positive affective states, such as happiness, to a higher degree, whereas they conceal negative ones such as anger (11-13,15,35). Given that pain is a rather negative affective state, the decrease of women’s facial expressiveness in the presence of an experimenter is consistent with these previous results.

As opposed to the sex of the participant, there was no main effect found for the sex of the experimenter. Participants showed comparable levels of facial expressiveness, regardless of whether the experimenter was male or female. This result is inconsistent with previous findings on subjective pain reports, which have shown that male research participants rate stimuli as less painful when being tested by a female compared with a male experimenter (7-9). It is possible that facial and subjective pain responses are differentially affected by the sex of the experimenter. Moreover, previous studies more strongly emphasized gender roles (by specific clothing and behaviour) than we did (42) and, thus, we may have neutralized gender roles.

Earlier studies found pain catastrophizing to moderate the effect that familiar or unfamiliar observers may have on facial expressiveness (2,3,6). However, similar to a previous study of ours (23), pain catastrophizing neither had an effect on the overall degree of facial expressiveness nor on the effect of familiarity of observer (communicative relations) on this parameter in the present study. The reason for this inconsistency may originate in methodological differences such as the type of participants (children versus adults), type of pain stimulation (fixed physical versus psychophysically adjusted stimulus intensities) and type of facial analysis (Children Facial Coding System (43) versus FACS). We found a significant interaction only between catastrophizing and sex of the experimenter. Rather puzzlingly, moderate pain catastrophizers, compared with low catastrophizers, reduced the degree of facial expressiveness in the presence of a male experimenter. Therefore, further research seems necessary to specify whether and how pain catastrophizing plays a role in modulating the effects of communicative relations on facial responses to pain.

Alone versus partner: The shift to stronger facial expressiveness in the presence of a partner was neither influenced by pain catastrophizing nor by the sex of the participant. We speculate that the drive to signal pain to the partner is so pronounced that variables, such as sex and pain catastrophizing, cannot add to that and, thus, become less relevant.

Self report

In addition, we assessed self-report ratings to control whether differences in facial responses between situations are simply caused by
differences in subjective experiences. To minimize the impact of communicative relations on self-report ratings, a computerized assessment was performed, with research participants always rating the stimuli on a computer screen that was neither visible to the partner nor to the experimenter. Given that self-report ratings did not change between social situations, we can exclude the possibility that the observed changes in facial expressiveness are only due to changes in subjective pain experience.

Limitations

As mentioned above, one limitation to the present study is the fact that participants also knew that they were being filmed when being alone. In future replications, it would be interesting to also include a condition in which participants genuinely believe themselves to be alone; however, due to ethics constraints, this would be difficult to perform.

Another limitation to the current study was the arrangement of seating positions in the experimental room. The experimenter always sat contralateral whereas the partner always sat ipsilateral to the stimulation site. As has been shown (44), the resulting different eye orientations during stimulation may have affected our results. However, finding no differences in self-report ratings between the situations appears to contradict this assumption.

In addition, the special feature of having tested couples has been underused in the current study because, for the purposes of the present study, this form of recruitment only guaranteed the familiarity of the partner but was not considered for other aspects of partnership. We may be able to deliver these data at a later point.

As a final point of potential criticism, we grouped our subjects into ‘low’ and ‘moderate’ PCS scorers by using the median as cut-off, which is a somewhat arbitrary criterion. Furthermore, this approach, which we preferred for its good illustrative properties, reduced individual differences. However, even when using raw PCS scores in a regression design the same results evolve, with PCS scores neither being able to predict significantly the change of facial expressiveness between being ‘alone’ and ‘with the experimenter’ nor the change of facial expressiveness between being ‘alone’ and ‘with the partner’ (all P>0.05). Therefore, we can exclude the possibility of crucial information loss due to using the median-split approach.

CONCLUSION

Independently of the recipient, pain is signalled via the same types of facial responses. Thus, the elements of the facial language used to communicate pain remain unaltered by the relationship between sender and observer, which may guarantee reliable recognition. However, the degree of facial expressiveness changes depending on the communicative relations, with increasing expressiveness occurring in the presence of an intimate other. This appears to be beneficial because sympathetic observers may be able to more quickly identify painful experiences and, therefore, the possibility of receiving help is elevated. Interestingly, when confronted with an unfamiliar individual, the two sexes appear to pursue different ‘interpersonal’ or ‘transactional’ goals. Whereas men do not alter the degree of facial expressiveness when being observed by an experimenter (compared with being alone), women reduce their degree of facial expressiveness, possibly due to learned display rules that make the overt display of negative affect in women seem inappropriate.
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